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NEWS OF THE WEEK
Nobelist Gets Energy Portfolio, Raising Hopes and Expectations 1774
Obama’s Choice to Direct EPA Is Applauded
Signs of Drug Resistance Rattle Experts, Trigger Bold Plan
DOE Picks Michigan State Lab for Rare-Isotope Accelerator

SCIENCESCOPE
Rangers Assess Toll of Congo Conflict on Threatened Mountain Gorillas 1778
Report Faults U.S. Strategy for Nanotoxicology Research
From the Science Policy Blog 1779

NEWS FOCUS
Europa vs. Titan 1780
Zack Booth Simpson: An Artist Develops a New Image—with Aid of Bacteria
Materials Research Society Fall Meeting 1784
Shortfalls in Electron Production Dim Hopes for MEG Solar Cells
Protein Chip Promises Cheaper Diagnostics
Graphene Recipe Yields Carbon Cornucopia
Does ‘Junk Food’ Threaten Marine Predators in Northern Seas? 1786
PALEOCLIMATE
Foraminiferal Isotope Evidence of Reduced Nitrogen Fixation in the Ice Age Atlantic Ocean
H. Ren et al.
Nitrogen fixation in the tropical Atlantic increased during deglaciation and, along with increased denitrification, helped to stabilize the ocean nitrogen reservoir.
10.1126/science.1165787

PLANT SCIENCE
Glucosinolate Metabolites Required for an Arabidopsis Innate Immune Response
N. K. Clay, A. M. Adio, C. Denoux, G. Jander, F. M. Ausubel
A Glucosinolate Metabolism Pathway in Living Plant Cells Mediates Broad-Spectrum Antifungal Defense
P. Bednarek et al.
Plant cells defend against fungal attack through an innate immunity pathway in which infection triggers glucosinolate synthesis, stimulating formation of a protective callose.
10.1126/science.1164627

LETTERS
Making Waves with the Clean Water Act L. S. Fore et al. 1788
The State of Global Hunger J. Sastre 1790
Bird Brains Key to the Functions of Sleep S. M. H. Gobes and J. J. Bolhuis 1790
Old Seeds Coming in from the Cold F. Gugerli Response S. Sallon et al. 1790

TECHNICAL COMMENT ABSTRACTS
ECOLOGY
Comment on “Declining Wild Salmon Populations in Relation to Parasites from Farm Salmon” B. E. Riddell, R. J. Beamish, L. J. Richards, J. R. Candy full text at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/322/5909/1790b
Response to Comment on “Declining Wild Salmon Populations in Relation to Parasites from Farm Salmon” M. Krkosk˘ek et al. full text at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/322/5909/1790c

BOOKS ET AL.
Spiral Jetta A Road Trip Through the Land Art of the American West E. Hogan, reviewed by M. Parrish
The Tragedy of Thomas Hobbes
A. Shaplin, Royal Shakespeare Theatre, London

REVIEW
DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
Nuclear Reprogramming in Cells
J. B. Gurdon and D. A. Melton 1791

REPORTS
MATERIALS SCIENCE
Matching Glass-Forming Ability with the Density of the Amorphous Phase Y. Li, Q. Guo, J. A. Kalb, C. V. Thompson
The change in density during crystallization predicts which copper-zirconium alloys can most easily form a metallic glass.

MATERIALS SCIENCE
Stable Prenucleation Calcium Carbonate Clusters D. Gebauer, A. Völkel, H. Cölfen
Even unsaturated solutions contain stable neutral clusters of calcium carbonate, which may aid in crystallization and biomineralization.
10.1126/science.1164346

MICROBIOLOGY
Rapid Membrane Disruption by a Perforin-Like Protein Facilitates Parasite Exit from Host Cells B. F. C. Kafsack et al.
The human and animal parasite that causes toxoplasmosis escapes from host cells by using a perforin-like protein to make holes in the intracellular vacuole in which it resides.
10.1126/science.1165740

PERSPECTIVES
The Ethical Frontiers of Robotics N. Sharkey 1800
From Genetic Association to Genetic Switch A. M. Michelson >> Report p. 1839
Gene Expression—Where to Start? S. Buratowski >> Reports pp. 1845, 1849, 1851, and 1855
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Increased homing of cells occurs when the bone marrow is damaged, as in leukemia or autoimmunity, and increased homing is known to be deleterious.

Cancerous immune cells create abnormal microenvironments in bone marrow that attract normal immune precursor cells, disrupting their function and exacerbating disease.

**MEDICINE**

Leukemic Cells Create Bone Marrow Niches That Disrupt the Behavior of Normal Hematopoietic Progenitor Cells A. Colmone et al. Cancerous immune cells create abnormal microenvironments in bone marrow that attract normal immune precursor cells, disrupting their function and exacerbating disease.

**NEUROSCIENCE**


**CELL BIOLOGY**

Label-Free Biomedical Imaging with High Sensitivity by Stimulated Raman Scattering Microscopy C. W. Freudiger et al. Three-dimensional imaging based on stimulated Raman scattering can detect lipids in living cells and monitor the movement of drugs through the skin.
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Is That You, Seabiscuit?
A horse can peg another’s identity by whinny alone.

Ancient Battlefield Hints at Roman Persistence
2000-year-old site suggests Romans returned to area of massive defeat.

Revenge of the Nerds
Intelligence marks a man as a good match.

Binding of CD3ε subunits to plasma membrane lipids blocks T cell receptor signaling.

NETWATCH: GEDI, the Gene Expression Dynamics Inspector
Convert microarray data into visual portraits to identify genes that share dynamic expression profiles; in Bioinformatics Resources.

NETWATCH: NIH VideoCasting and Podcasting
Watch live and archived NIH-sponsored events; in Web Broadcasts.
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